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Abstract Biological knowledge is becoming an important source of inspiration for developing creative solutions to 
engineering design problems and even has a huge potential in formulating ideas that can help firms compete successfully in 
a dynamic market. To identify the technologies and methods that can facilitate the development of biologically inspired 
creative designs, this research briefly reviews the existing biological-knowledge-based theories and methods and examines 
the application of biological-knowledge-inspired designs in various fields. Afterward, this research thoroughly examines the 
four dimensions of key technologies that underlie the biologically inspired design (BID) process. This research then 
discusses the future development trends of the BID process before presenting the conclusions. 
Keywords creative design, biologically inspired methods, key technologies 
1 Introduction 
Innovation is becoming a significant attribute that helps firms develop and survive in the market amid a fierce competition 
[1]. Biology functions as a main source of human inspiration and has even played a significant role in the development of 
early human inventions that can be traced back to a thousand years ago [2]. Nowadays, humans are facing severe threats to 
their survival, e.g., shortage in resources and serious environmental pollution. Biological wisdom is a key component of 
human sustainable development that has attracted an increasing amount of research attention. Previous studies have 
attempted to develop biologically inspired innovative solutions, and biological wisdom has subsequently become an 
important branch in the field of design methodology. With the emergence of advanced technologies such as electric 
microscopes and sophisticated gene engineering methods, scientists can easily observe and uncover principles from 
biological phenomena that can encourage biologically inspired innovations. 
The notion of bionics was introduced in the 1960s [3] and has since then become an independent discipline. After half a 
century of development, various terminologies and methodologies have emerged to guide designers in applying biological 
knowledge efficiently in engineering design. These methodologies involve various types of knowledge from different 
abstraction layers, namely, strategy, behavior, physiology, and morphology [4]. These types of knowledge function as 
prototypes and wisdoms that inspire the development of artificial products that aim not only to fulfill design requirements 
but also to achieve goals in energy saving and sustainable development [5]. These design solutions can be found especially 
in the domains of energy saving [6] and artificial intelligence [7]. 
Biologically inspired methods come in various forms yet are built on the same purpose, that is, to explore the potential 
application of biological knowledge in engineering design. On the one hand, these methods help engineering users choose 
the most appropriate way of finding the best solutions to their design problems. On the other hand, a global review of 
biologically inspired products can help researchers gain an overall vision of the topics relevant to the field and locate 
opportunities for launching new developments in unexplored regions. 
 This paper is organized as follows. First, the relevant terminologies and methodologies for biologically inspired design 
(BID) are presented in Section 2. The implementation of various aspects of biologically inspired innovations is summarized 
in Section 3. The key technologies that support biologically inspired product innovation are sorted and investigated in depth 
in Section 4. The future development of BID is discussed in Section 5. The concluding remarks are presented in Section 6. 
2 Terminologies and frameworks 
Biological knowledge has a huge potential to inspire designers in finding creative solutions to their design problems. A 
systemic and creative BID method aims not only to extract innovative wisdoms from biological prototypes but also to 
integrate these wisdoms into various technological domains to create a new product or system. The following part 
summarizes the currently popular terminologies as well as their frameworks and main characteristics. 
2.1 Biomimetics and biomimicry 
Biomimetics and biomimicry are both perceived to be synonymous to bionics [8]. Proposed by Schmit [9], biomimetics 
refers to the imitation of biology to produce creative solutions based on the analogy of biological phenomenon [10]. This 
notion is not limited to natural imitation and has been expanded to include creative processes that are driven by biological 
observations [11,12]. Biomimetics can be mainly divided into construction biomimetics, processing biomimetics, and 
information biomimetics, and each of these subsets can be further subdivided. Specifically, construction biomimetics can be 
subdivided into biomimetics on materials, substances, prosthodontics, and robotics; processing biomimetics can be 
subdivided into biomimetics on energy, architecture sensors, and kinematics; and information biomimetics can be 
subdivided into neuron-bionics, evolutionary bionics, process bionics, and organizational bionics [13]. 
Compared with biomimetics, biomimicry focuses more on the sustainable wisdoms inspired by biological knowledge 
[14]. Biomimicry can be divided into the organ or tissue, behavioral, and ecosystem levels, and each of these levels can be 
further subdivided into the pattern, material, structure, process, and function dimensions [15]. Figure 1 shows the 
hierarchies of biomimetics and biomimicry to clearly distinguish these concepts. 
 
Fig. 1 Hierarchies of biomimetics and biomimicry 
Both biomimetics and biomimicry inherit and expand the notion of bionics as well as manifest the importance of learning 
and imitating biology to engineering design. More importantly, these ideas have significantly expanded the area in which 
biological knowledge can be used to inspire innovation. 
2.2 Framework of biologically inspired design 
BID uses the analogies of biological systems to develop solutions to engineering and design problems [6]. BID can 
obviously improve the sustainability of the design results [16] and inspire breakthrough innovation ideas [17] that can be 
further developed into new patents [18]. As its most notable characteristic, BID allows for a cross-domain knowledge 
mapping to bridge the differences among several disciplines. The design results inspired by BID are not merely biological 
imitations but are relatively complete at the systematic level and can fulfill multiple function requirements even though the 
materials and substances used in BID to implement functions significantly differ from the engineering design [6]. 
The BID framework is formulated by three elements, namely, the biological representing methods that standardize 
biological knowledge as engineering-user-friendly forms, a database with a large amount of biological cases that serves as a 
source of inspiration for BID (e.g., Asknature [19], an open web-based biological knowledge pool with around 1500 
biological prototypes classified by function), and a design workflow that is expressed in a step-by-step form to facilitate a 
highly efficient BID design. 
Built on the same purposes of biomimetics and biomimicry, BID also embodies the idea that a design is inspired by 
biology. However, BID goes much deeper than both biomimetics and biomimicry by investigating the underlying 
mechanisms and presenting a systemic workflow that is formulated by various methods, tools, and processes for practical 
use even in complex design tasks. 
2.3 BioTRIZ 
BioTRIZ [20], which is developed by combining the basic principles in biomimetics and in theory of invention problem 
solving (TRIZ) [21], applies biological wisdom to solve problems in engineering design. Unlike other methods in bionics, 
BioTRIZ is built on contradiction ideas theory from TRIZ, which extracts innovative knowledge from patents in various 
backgrounds and standardizes such knowledge as invention principles [22]. BioTRIZ then inputs biological principles into 
the modernized rules of inventive problem solving (PRIZM) matrix. Those principles are applied by biology to resolve the 
contradictions [23]. In this matrix, all biologically inspired invention problems are standardized as contradictions between 
two out of six possible parameters, including substance, structure, space, time, energy, and information; feasible invention 
principles that can resolve these contradictions are also provided. Unlike the traditional TRIZ contradiction matrix that 
includes wisdoms extracted from engineering patents, BioTRIZ identifies the truth from those contradictions resolved by 
biological wisdoms through the strategies in structures and information rather than through energy approaches, which are 
usually applied in solving technical contradictions [20]. 
The algorithm in BioTRIZ can be divided into six stages, and each stage can be defined by using relevant TRIZ tools 
[23,24]. In Stage 1, the algorithm defines the main function requirement of the device in a standard TRIZ form. In Stage 2, 
the algorithm prepares a list of parameters relating to the main function requirements. In Stage 3, the algorithm searches for 
the appropriate biological prototype to meet a set of design goals. In Stage 4, the algorithm analyzes the behavior of bio-
prototypes and defines their required attributes. In Stage 5, the algorithm arranges the parameters that are relevant to the 
main function. In Stage 6, the algorithm finds a combination of affordable parameters for a biomimetics device. BioTRIZ 
also has four design axioms, namely, axiom of simplification, axiom of interpretation, axiom of ideal result, and axiom of 
contradiction [24], which are usually applied in conjunction with the algorithm. 
BioTRIZ attempts to reveal and use biological wisdoms on a higher abstraction level compared with biomimetics, 
biomimicry, and BID. This method expands the scope of TRIZ by proposing a series of design axioms and algorithms. 
2.4 Theory of biological coupling 
Based on long-term practices in bionics, researchers have proposed the notion of biological coupling to reveal the nature of 
a biological function. This notion defines biological function as a result of the organic combination of several mutual 
interdependent factors through a special coupling mechanism [25–27], which also serves as the foundation that makes a 
biological function work [28]. Based on the idea of biological coupling, a new bionics theory can be formulated to support 
multiple bionics, i.e., to fulfill a series of function requirements during a single biologically inspired design task. 
Biological coupling can be divided into three sub-sections. Terminology and characteristics analysis serves as the 
foundation for the whole framework; the mechanism of biological coupling reveals the nature of biological functions and 
characteristics with the necessary process and control to formulate a systematic scientific expression of biological coupling 
[28,29]; and multi-bionics [21,27], which has been described as an important trend in the future development of bionics, 
applies six rules to implement the function in biological coupling. 
Biological coupling theory is the first to define biological coupling as the nature of biological functions that can be used 
as a scientific method to support multi-bionics. This theory can be treated as a scientific finding than a design method for 
examining how to use and interpret biological coupling in practical engineering design. 
2.5 Biological effects and multi-biological effects 
The idea of biological effects was developed by extending the notion of “effect” in TRIZ to make biological principles 
feasible in solving engineering design problems [30]. As a result, biological effects have turned biological principles into a 
special form of knowledge that is compatible with TRIZ. Multi-biological effects (MBE) is an extensive version of 
biological effects that integrates biological coupling to meet multiple function requirements during a single task [31]. 
The MBE framework is divided into the following sections: The MBE knowledge representing method [32] is a 
diagrammatic model that expresses the biological elements and their causal relationships in biological prototypes; the MBE 
data structure [33,34] provides a large amount of sources of inspiration for the technical implementation of the MBE 
framework though biology-engineering analogy [35]; the MBE knowledge transfer facilitates the application of biological 
knowledge in solving technological problems and uses feature vectors to make the technical interpretation process 
applicable to design tasks [31]; and the biological-knowledge-driven integration of MBE into other innovative design 
methods in specific forms of design workflows [36]. 
As an innovation tool that inherits the merits of TRIZ and biological coupling, MBE implements biological knowledge in 
engineering design by using engineering-designer-friendly methods and tools [37]. Given its close relationship with TRIZ, 
MBE requires its users to have basic knowledge and skills in both conceptual design and TRIZ. 
2.6 Genealogy of BID terminologies 
Figure 2 illustrates the differences among several biologically inspired methods in terms of their abstraction levels and dates 
of creation. Among these methods, bionics is the earliest proposed notion with the most extensive range and the highest 
abstraction level. This notion is closely followed by biomimetics, which is the second earliest proposed notion yet has a 
more concrete meaning than bionics. Biomimicry places third in terms of creation date and has more detailed biological 
information than biomimetics, while BioTRIZ is a hybrid of biomimetics and TRIZ and has more abstract contents than 
BID. Biological coupling, despite being introduced later than others, has a higher abstraction level. Biological effects and 
MBE are recently proposed methods with sub-notions from TRIZ and are more concrete than BioTRIZ, with MBE being 
more specific than biological effects. 
 
Fig. 2 The genealogy diagram of the terminologies in BID 
3 Applications of biological knowledge in engineering innovation 
After many years of development, biologically inspired innovation has been widely applied in both engineering and design 
domains and has yielded fruitful outcomes. According to the leverage method in biomimicry [14], the results of bionics 
design can be divided into three types based on biological hierarchies, i.e., the organ level, behavior level, and ecosystem 
level. From the perspective of engineering design, this paper classifies the extant approaches in bionics into three types, 
namely, technical copying of biological attributes, artificial simulation of biological function, and product or system design 
based on biological prototypes. 
3.1 Technical copying of biological attributes 
Copying biological features is the most widely used approach in bionics that can be traced back to the stone age where our 
ancestors replicated the shape of sharp animal teeth to create daggers and arrowheads. A new type of biomimetics drill was 
recently developed based on the mechanism of a wood wasp ovipositor [38], a high-efficiency PAX fan was developed by 
imitating the shape of a shell spiral [39], and a painless syringe was designed based on the parts of a mosquito’s mouth [40] 
All these innovations are products of copying biological features. Apart from biological shape, two other biological 
attributes can also be copied, such as color biomimetics, e.g., bionics camouflage [41], and morphological bionics, e.g., car 
designs inspired by wings of seagulls [42] and peacock-inspired chair designs [43]. 
In the technological domain, copying biological attributes is the most direct approach to biomimetics, where the product 
design focuses on clear biological features. Therefore, the biological prototypes must be investigated before engaging in 
biomimetics. To facilitate the copying of biological attributes, biological prototypes with a high level of granularity and 
advanced material molding techniques are required. In general, engineering innovations have a relatively short product 
development cycle. 
3.2 Artificial simulation of biological functions 
The artificial simulation of biological functions involves mimicking certain biological behavior by using technical methods. 
Based on the principle of biological coupling, biological functions are the results of combining multiple mutually 
interacting factors. Take for example the bionic super hydrophobic coating that mimics the function of a lotus leaf. This 
coating not only copies the microstructure of the lotus leaf surface [43] but also redesigns appropriate technical structures to 
imitate the substance secretion mechanism of the leaf and the other factors that are correlated with the main function. 
Following the development of biological observation and analysis techniques, the number of innovations resulting from 
the simulation of biological functions has increased. These innovations typically include abrasion-resistant artificial 
materials based on the biological microscopic properties of unsmooth surfaces [44,45], new materials and shape designs 
that complete flapping-wing aircrafts as inspired by the flight mechanism of dragonflies [46,47], and a renovated 
agricultural apparatus design that can conserve energy and reduce resistance in soil digging [48] as inspired by the anti-
sticking mechanism of soil creatures, such as dung beetles [49], pangolins [50], and earthworms [51]. 
The artificial simulation of biological functions is more complex than the technical copying of biological attributes. To 
facilitate the design process, a behavior model that can represent the biological function must be built while analyzing the 
relationships among certain biological elements. 
3.3 Product or system development based on biological prototypes 
Given that the studies on biological knowledge have inspired the development of a new innovation mechanism, the 
innovation results of bionics are no longer limited to the copying of attributes or the artificial simulation of biological 
behaviors but have also expanded to design tasks with highly comprehensive requirements, such as building new products 
or systems based on biological prototypes. 
As can be seen in the biologically inspired development of products, especially micro-machinery at the nano-level, the 
biological principles and wisdoms show a much better performance than traditional technologies [4]. These products 
include a self-service assembly machinery in micro scale that uses dry ice to facilitate alignment movement as inspired by 
the alignment mechanism of cells [52]; a micro machine that mixes and transports medicine by using a biologically ciliated 
structure [53]; and a series of machineries for assembling or disassembling devices as inspired by the mechanism of fallen 
leaves and fruits in the fall [54,55]. 
Apart from the design of micro scale machinery, some bionic algorithms have also been proposed for optimizing and 
solving engineering design problems by imitating biological wisdoms. These algorithms typically include the genetic 
algorithm [56,57], which is developed by genetic information elements [58], and the ant colony algorithm, which is inspired 
by the wisdom of ant colonies in path planning [59]. These algorithms can be seen as alternative techniques for applying 
biological knowledge in creating new artificial systems. 
Biological knowledge can also be used to improve or renovate manufacturing systems. A biological manufacturing 
system [60,61] with highly dynamic characteristics and high adaptability is created based on the mechanisms used in 
material cycling, sustainability, and transmission of genetic information in the biosphere. A highly adaptive, intelligent, and 
real-time system called “biologically inspired manufacturing system” [62] has been recently developed based on the ultra-
short feedback path in the biological nervous system and has the ability to respond rapidly to the changes occurring in a 
production process. 
4 Key technologies in biologically inspired creative design 
All biologically inspired innovation methods seem to share a common goal, i.e., to facilitate biologically inspired designs by 
resolving a series of challenges with the help of specific methods and tools provided in their methodologies. These methods 
are sorted as follows according to the sequence of their functions in facilitating biologically inspired designs: 
1) Knowledge representing methods, which make biological knowledge more feasible and comprehensible to engineering 
designers, thereby allowing them to apply such knowledge to their designs;  
2) Biological knowledge feature reorganization, which helps designers recognize the characteristics of biological 
knowledge and match them to corresponding engineering design problems;  
3) Biological knowledge data structure, which usually takes the form of a systemic biological knowledge database and 
functions as an important source of inspiration for supporting creative engineering design;  
4) Biological knowledge technological implementation, which transfers innovative knowledge from biological prototypes 
to an engineering design;  
 5) Biological-knowledge-inspired design workflow, which achieves biologically inspired innovation through a step-by-
step approach and produces a final design solution by integrating all of the abovementioned key technologies. 
4.1 Biological knowledge representing methods 
The predominant goal of biological knowledge representing methods is to propose a standard format for processing 
biological knowledge. Engineering designers with limited background knowledge on biology can understand and apply 
these methods to generate creative ideas. Two types of methods are mainly used for representing biological knowledge: 
Term-based or textual methods, which describe biological knowledge by using a structural corpus, and diagrammatic 
methods, which use a set of symbols to represent the components and their relations in biological prototypes. 
Textual methods represent biological knowledge in a certain format that is formulated by nouns, verbs, prepositions, and 
other affiliates to map the terminologies [63,64] between the biological and engineering domains. This method also bridges 
the differences between these two domains by using WordNet [65] and applies other synonym-based tools to correlate 
biological and engineering functions. The function description template is a typical textual representation format that 
describes biological functions by using combinations of various types of vocabularies [66]. As one of their obvious merits, 
term-based methods can clearly represent the key features and aspects of a function and structure in biological prototypes, 
thereby making this function and structure applicable for solving engineering design problems; these methods are often 
used in biological knowledge retrieval [67]. However, without enough context knowledge, the represented textual 
information is vague, and engineering designers can only rely on the provided description to analyze the components and 
understand their causal relations in biological function. 
Meanwhile, diagrammatic methods use vivid graphic elements to express the elements of structures, functions, behaviors, 
and their connections in biological systems. A large number of methods have been classified as diagrammatic, and some 
typical examples are described as follows.  
The design by analogy to the nature engine (DANE) [68] is based on the structure-behavior-function (SBF) model and 
represents the biological prototype from the aspects of structure, behavior, and function. This method has been proven 
useful in improving the usage efficiency of biological knowledge [68,69]. Similarly, bio-SBF is another biological 
knowledge process method based on the SBF model that can be seen as a variant of DANE [70]. 
State-action-parts-physics-input-organ-environment (SAPPhIRE) [71] dissects the causal relationships among various 
information components based on the changes in their physical state, but these knowledge elements are not limited to the 
physical level but may also include other types of knowledge, including the information on biological tissues and structure 
domains [71,72]. 
The united ontology BID (UNO-BID) model [73] was proposed with an aim to combine the DANE and SAPPhIRE 
models on the ontological level and to reflect the advantages of these models in representing biological knowledge. 
The MBE modeling method [31–33] integrates the energy-material-signal model in engineering design [37] and the 
substance-field-analysis model in TRIZ [21]. In MBE, a behavior-level perspective is applied to reveal the characteristics of 
biological compositions, structures, attributes, and other aspects. 
However, despite being built on the same ideas and principles, diagrammatic methods employ varying models. This 
paper uses the suckers on octopus tentacles as an example to clearly demonstrate such differences. The models of DANE, 
SAPPhIRE, UNO-BID, and MBE for this example are presented in Figs. 3(a)–3(d), respectively. 
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Fig. 3 Various diagrammatic models for the structure of octopus suckers. (a) DANE; (b) SAPPhIRE; (c) UNO-BID; (d) MBE. ATP is the 
abbreviation of adenosine triphosphate, ADP is the abbreviation of adenosine diphosphate, Mol is the physical unit for mole 
By using various graphic symbols, diagrammatic representation is more vivid and able to reveal more information 
compared with textual representation. In addition, the biological knowledge represented in diagrammatic form is very 
similar to product function models, which are being widely used by engineering designers. Therefore, diagrammatic 
methods can help inspire creative engineering designs. Although these methods do not require much background knowledge 
on biology from their users compared with textual methods, diagrammatic methods still have some specific requirements 
related to the capabilities of users in modeling and analyzing function designs. 
4.2 Biological knowledge feature recognition 
Feature recognition is important in revealing the potential use of biological knowledge in the engineering domain. For 
biological feature, recognition and analysis mainly depend on biological knowledge representing methods, which play a key 
role in organizing biological knowledge. Given the variety of biological knowledge representing methods, the methods for 
knowledge feature recognition also differ from one another. However, similar to biological knowledge representing 
methods, knowledge feature recognition methods can also be classified into two types. 
By using textual methods, users can easily recognize the features of biological prototypes by reading and understanding 
their descriptions that are written by using standard terminologies, such as those included in the function basis [74] or the 
“engineering to biology thesaurus” [75,76], which is similar to function basis but is more specific to bionics, to effectively 
summarize the characteristics of biological knowledge. 
For diagrammatic methods, in the DANE model, a specific terminology [77] formed by verbs, function carriers, objects, 
and auxiliary components is used to identify the characteristics in biological prototypes. Meanwhile, bio-SBF [71] uses the 
traditional function expression method, which combines verbs with nouns and uses certain variables and constraints to 
analyze biological characteristics. SAPPhIRE applies the similarity between artificial and biological systems in casual 
relationships to identify and analyze the characteristics in biological prototypes. UNO-BID replaces the traditional verbs 
and noun function description with the dynamic physical parameters of the system to recognize biological features for 
future use. MBE uses a terminology called general attribute operating [35] to extract innovative knowledge from biological 
prototypes. Compared with textual methods, diagrammatic methods need certain terms to identify the features of biological 
prototypes. The aforementioned benefits only emphasize the need to integrate these two key technologies. 
4.3 Biological knowledge data structure construction 
Studies on the data structure of biological knowledge are based on the identification and analysis of the aforementioned 
characteristics with an aim to classify various biological prototypes based on their functional features. By using the 
proposed structure, a large number of biological prototypes can find their appropriate places, and a biological knowledge 
database can be constructed to facilitate product innovation. 
Asknature [19] is currently the most influential database for inspiring creative ideas. This database is built on taxonomy, 
a hierarchy function terminology set that sorts biological prototypes to make them available to engineering users when 
solving design problems. 
BID has two types of databases. The functional keyword searchable repository includes biological functions and behavior 
characteristics based on a function index [78], while the BID cases repository contains biological prototypes and BID 
results that are inspired by the prototypes in pairs [79]. 
The natural system database in the software called IDEAINSPIRE [80] has approximately 100 biological entities that are 
built on the casual relations in SAPPhIRE to inspire engineering innovations. 
MBE employs a specific coding method that uses the basic notions from “product genes” [81,82] to build a framework of 
the MBE knowledge database. The MBE coding method covers not only abstract information, such as the needs of 
customers, design constraints, and function requirements, but also concrete information, such as biological behaviors, 
mechanisms, and structures. 
Despite showing variations in their concrete forms, the current biological knowledge data structures share a common goal, 
i.e., to use synonyms and hyponymy to match the biological knowledge for solving engineering problems. The principles in 
reverse engineering [83] and ontology [84] have been also applied in biological knowledge processing. 
4.4 Biological knowledge technological implementation 
Technological implementation refers to the formulation of practicable solutions to engineering design problems. However, 
the knowledge cross-domain analogy and usage create main obstacles in the transferring process [4]. 
In BioTRIZ, the biologically inspired design problems are reorganized and modified into typical TRIZ problems, such as 
technological contradictions; therefore, designers apply the invention principles in the PRIZM matrix and use other tools to 
generate creative solutions [85]. However, the biological knowledge in the form of invention principles is too abstract to be 
used effectively by ordinary engineering designers. 
In BID, biological knowledge is applied in the technological context through biological analogy [86,87]. Biological 
knowledge is transformed into technological designs by using four approaches, namely, biological terms comprehension, 
biological escape, variable transformation, and analogical transformation. Given that analogy shows an excellent 
performance in the extraction and utilization of biological knowledge, several conceptual design processes have been 
proposed based on the idea of biological analogy. The core of biological analogy lies in dividing knowledge into 
appropriate abstraction levels in accordance to the types of design tasks [88]. 
Bio-SBF proposes the transfer-cluster-synthesis algorithm to cluster features from the functions, behaviors, structures, 
design constraints, and other aspects of the information for formulating technological solutions. 
SAPPhIRE can show the biological knowledge in various abstraction levels in a single representing model that can 
support various kinds of biologically inspired analogies on different levels [89]. 
The technological implementation of MBE mainly depends on the similarity in the functions of the biological system and 
engineering products. The cluster algorithm is often used to calculate the degree of similarity among the functional 
characteristics, resources, and other kinds of information for setting the cluster goals. This algorithm is also applied to map 
the function requirements in engineering design to the appropriate biological prototypes, biologically inspired parts, 
equipment, and products. 
4.5 Design algorithms for biologically inspired innovation 
The BID process is the integrated outcome of key technologies that follow a step-by-step workflow. This process can be 
classified into two types, namely, the solution-driven BID process and the problem-driven BID process, based on the 
differences in their starting point for solving design problems [6]. 
The solution-driven BID process includes seven steps from the formation of original biological principles to the 
production of engineering design results as shown in Fig. 4(a). Meanwhile, the problem-driven BID process is divided into 
six stages starting from the specification of the engineering design problem to the proposal of design solutions by applying 
biological principles as shown in Fig. 4(b). Compared with the solution-driven process, the problem-driven process is much 
more similar to the conceptual design process. With successive development [90], an eight-stage unified problem-driven 
biomimetics process is proposed to represent a highly systemic and practical BID process as discussed in Fig. 4(c). Table 1 
lists each step of feasible unified problem-driven methods and the tools proposed in various bio-inspired innovation 
methodologies. 
 
Fig. 4 Typical design process in biologically inspired innovation. (a) Solution-driven process; (b) problem-driven BID process; (c) eight-stage 
unified problem-driven biomimetics process 
Table 1 Feasible methods that can be used in unified problem-driven biologically inspired innovation 
Steps Name Feasible methods & tools 
1 Problem analysis Define the main function (BioTRIZ, MBE); define the problem (BID, 
DANE); describe the problem by using an adverb triplet (SAPPhIRE); 
specify the function terms (bio-SBF) 
2 Abstractly define problems Reframe the problem (BID, DANE); functional modeling (BID, MBE)
3 Transport to biology Look for prototypes in biology (BioTRIZ); search for a biological 
solution (BID); translate the input into analogies (SAPPhIRE); search 
for relevant function terms (bio-SBF); general attribute operation (MBE)
4 Sort potential bio-prototypes Biological database (DANE, SAPPhIRE, MBE); PRIZM matrix 
(BioTRIZ); knowledge cells library (bio-SBF) 
5 Compare and select bio-
prototypes 
Frequent terms (DANE, SAPPhIRE, bio-SBF); grey cluster (MBE) 
6 Analyze biological strategies Biological knowledge representing methods (DANE, …) 
7 Transport to technology Biological analogies (BID, MBE, bio-SBF); invention principles 
(BioTRIZ); principle application (BID) 
8 Implement & verify Function design, grey cluster, and evaluation (MBE) 
5 Future trends of biologically inspired creative design 
Given its huge potential, biologically inspired innovation has developed from a method to support simple product designs to 
an approach for optimizing process planning and manufacturing strategies. The creative solutions driven by biological 
knowledge have surpassed the range of engineering products or process design, e.g., new bionic building materials inspired 
by corals have been developed [91], the microbial metabolic effect has been applied to bio-degrading pollutants [92], new 
bio-based energy sources have been created [93,94], and a new effective traffic control system that mimics the migration of 
ant colonies has been proposed [95]. All of these products enrich the achievements of human innovations that are inspired 
by biological knowledge. By observing its latest achievements, the development trend of biologically inspired innovation 
can be classified into systemic, integrated, and intelligent trends. 
5.1 BID facing to systemically interdependent multiple design tasks 
With the emergence of certain notions such as biological coupling, MBE, UNO-BID, and bio-SBF, biologically inspired 
innovation is undoubtedly capable of mimicking biological functions at the systemic level. Moreover, biological coupling 
has revealed the nature of biological functions and has manifested these functions in engineering design. Therefore, all 
coupled biological factors and their casual relations must be taken into consideration when developing biologically inspired 
engineering designs. SAPPhIRE, UNO-BID, and MBE are useful models for analyzing the logical connections among 
different factors in biological prototypes and for ensuring their future application in developing systemic biologically 
inspired designs. 
Multi-bionics is predicted to become a typical form of systemic biologically inspired innovation in which multiple 
interdependent design tasks are solved by technologically stimulating various features in a biological prototype. However, 
the current tools provided in BioTRIZ and BID are designed for single bionic design tasks and cannot sufficiently support 
multi-bionics. Therefore, a better approach that supports multi-bionics has become a hot topic in biologically inspired 
innovation research because of its potential in facilitating the development of methods and tools for multi-bionics in the 
future. The systemic technological realization of biological prototypes from the biological coupling perspective not only 
copies biological characteristics with obvious advantages but also uses the interrelations among coupled biological factors. 
These biological characteristics and factors result from natural wisdoms and can bring benefits to engineering designs. 
However, the advancements in effectively preserving and imitating the natural bonds in biological prototypes still have a 
long way to go, thereby underscoring the need to further study on multi-bionic-based methods. The development of these 
methods will enable us to analyze the characteristics of different biological species in a biota or even in an ecosystem to 
support the innovations at the strategic, methodological, and organizational levels. 
5.2 The integration of BID and other innovation design methods 
The transformation of knowledge from the biological domain to engineering design requires the use of traditional design 
methods and tools. As the systemic development of bionics continues to accelerate, the biologically inspired design process 
is becoming more complex. Therefore, integrating BID processes, methods, and tools in product conceptual design has also 
become necessary to improve design efficiency. Meanwhile, along with the increasing capacity and quality of the biological 
knowledge database, combining biological knowledge with other product design methods has become increasingly 
significant in creative design. 
Integrating biological knowledge with other design methods has become an important development trend in the self-
evolution of various biologically inspired innovation methods. Bio-TRIZ has integrated some principles of TRIZ to enhance 
its compatibility with contradictions and resources analysis and to facilitate the production of biologically inspired creative 
solutions. 
DANE, SAPPhIRE, UNO-BID, and bio-SBF can represent the characteristics of biological knowledge from the structural, 
behavioral, and systematic aspects as well as lay the foundation for integrating such knowledge with function design, 
reverse engineering, axiomatic design, and case reasoning design methods to yield innovation outcomes. MBE is a result of 
combining biological coupling ideas, while TRIZ, along with its knowledge representing models, can reveal the different 
aspects of knowledge in biological prototypes. Given that MBE has a natural bond with TRIZ and systemic engineering 
design, function combination, trimming, and other products of conceptual design methods are compatible with MBE. In the 
long run, MBE is expected to develop into a platform that integrates innovative knowledge, methods, and tools to generate 
biologically inspired creative ideas and solutions to engineering design problems. Based on the above discussions, 
integrating biologically inspired innovation methods with other product design methods is an inevitable developing trend, 
and similar to systemic BID methods, such integration will become a future hot spot in the engineering design field. 
5.3 Computer-aided biological inspired design innovation methods 
The biological innovation knowledge database is predicted to expand continuously in the information era given the massive 
amount of inputted innovation information. Without applying computer-aided methods, engineering designers cannot 
address the information explosion or apply biological knowledge in engineering design. Computer-aided searching and 
matching methods can provide scientific measures to address the continuously growing amount of biological knowledge. 
The development of intelligent biologically inspired innovation methods not only meets the requirements for processing 
massive amounts of biological information but also effective integrated design methods. To the best of our knowledge, the 
natural-language-analysis-based biological knowledge extraction method is a pioneer intelligent biologically inspired 
innovation method that uses both the biological knowledge database and the BID cases database as retrieval prototypes to 
solve practical design problems. Both the MBE coding method and parameters listed in bio-SBF are fundamental research 
topics in intelligent biological retrieval. The cluster algorithms used in MBE and bio-SBF as well as the biological analogies 
in BID all attempt to find intelligent strategies for matching biological knowledge with engineering design. Therefore, these 
aspects warrant further attention in future research on biologically inspired innovation methods. 
Computer-aided decision making is a key component of biologically inspired innovation that is formulated by three 
aspects: Intelligent biological knowledge search to retrieve from the database some biological knowledge that can solve the 
dominating function in engineering problems; intelligent matching mechanism to map the biological knowledge with the 
targeted engineering problems especially in the systemic BID process that is highly complex and dependent on the 
intelligent matching algorithm; and an intelligent bio-inspired innovation software system to facilitate all stages of the 
design tasks by applying an intelligent decision-making service in different steps of the design process. Intelligent software 
is an ideal outcome of biologically inspired innovation methods. Therefore, the integration of relevant methodologies and 
intelligent knowledge searching and matching mechanisms warrants further research. 
6 Conclusions 
Biological knowledge is becoming a main source of inspiration for the biological-prototype-driven creative design of 
products that can revolutionize our daily life. In the near future, biological wisdoms may become the most important 
resource for solving urgent issues in environment, energy, and medicine, all of which are crucial to human survival. This 
paper reveals that the application of biological knowledge in engineering innovation practice has evolved from imitating 
simple biological characteristics to building new products, design processes, and new manufacturing systems. The 
implementation of biological knowledge continues to increase in depth to fulfill highly complex design tasks. 
This paper has reviewed the characteristics and composition of several typical biologically inspired innovation methods 
and summarizes the known applications of biological knowledge in various design domains. This work also analyzes the 
key technologies being used in the process of biologically inspired innovation, which can be divided into five aspects: 
Biological knowledge representing, biological characteristics reorganization, biological knowledge data structure 
construction, biological technological implementing, and biologically inspired design algorithms. By analyzing the findings 
of previous research, this paper identifies three future development trends for biological inspired innovation, namely, 
systemic, integration, and intelligent. 
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